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Abstract—Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a popular approach
for solving increasing number of problems. However, standard
RL approach has many deficiencies. In this paper multiple
approaches for addressing those deficiencies by incorporating
Supervised Learning are discussed and a new approach, Rein-
forcement Learning with Adaptive Supervisor, is proposed. In
this model, actions chosen by the RL method are rated by the
supervisor and may be replaced with safer ones. The supervisor
observes the results of each action and on that basis it learns
the knowledge about safety of actions in various states. It helps
to overcome one of the Reinforcement Learning deficiencies –
risk of wrong action execution. The new approach is designed
for domains, where failures are very expensive. The architecture
was evaluated on a car intersection model. The proposed method
eliminated around 50% of failures.

I. INTRODUCTION

R
EINFORCEMENT Learning (RL) is a popular approach

for solving increasing number of problems. In contrast to

Supervised Learning (SL) this type of learning does not require

any training data or teacher with prior knowledge. Instead,

experimenting with the environemnt is performed to generate

knowledge. RL has been successfully used to solve problems

in multiple domains: robotics and control [1], game playinng

[2] and power systems [3], just to name a few.

However, RL has many deficiencies that hinder applying

it to the complex real word problems (e.g. unscalability

[4], small data efficiency [5] and low human-readability of

generated knowledge). Another defficiency is a risk of failures

while searching optimal solution by experimenting with the

environment, which requires taking random decisions from

time to time. For many domains such risk is justified. However,

in some domains any failure can be expensive (e.g. robot

control). Thus, chance of failure should be minimized, even

at the expense of the exploration. Multiple safe exploration

techniques for RL were already proposed in literature [6], [7].

Most of these approaches assumes, that some prior external

knowledge exists and can be used in early steps of exploration

to avoid failures. However, this assumption is not always valid.

Hence, need for techniques that limit risk of failures with no

prior knowledge arises. It should be emphasized, however, that

all failures in the exploration phase can be eliminated only if

a prior knowledge is incorporeted [8].

In the literature multiple successful approaches for com-

bining RL with Supervised Learning (SL) in form of hybrid

methods were proposed to address various deficiencies of RL

[9]–[11]. However, to the best to the Author’s knowledge,

no hybrid method dedicated to increasing safety of explo-

ration has been proposed yet. In this work such approach by

introducing the Adaptive Supervisor to support RL method

is proposed. Adaptive Supervisor use SL approach to create

knowledge about risky actions and observes states and actions

that led to failures during exploration to create training set.

The supervisor learns online so it can support RL and limit

failures in an early phase of exploration.

The article is organized as follows. Firstly, various concepts

for increasing safety of exploration are discussed. Then the

novel Reinforcement Learning with Adaptive Supervisor ar-

chitecture is introduced and the realisation of this architecture

is proposed. The approach was verified in SInC domain [12].

Finally, results are presented and discussed. Additionally the

knowledge generated by SL is verified.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

The comprehensive survey on Safe Reinforcement Learning

can be found in [6]. The survey was recently extended in work

[7]. Safe Reinforcement Learning methods can be divided

into two groups. The first one involves modifying the risk-

neutral optimization criterion to address possibility of failures.

The modification can involve adding constraints (based on the

external knowledge), optimizing performance for the worst

scenario (in case the process is stochastic) or adding factor

that makes safe policies more preferable over risky ones

(e.g. ones with smaller variability of observed rewards). In

the second group the optimization criterion remains risk-

neutral, instead the exploration process is modified to avoid

failures. Methods in this group can be further divided into

methods that incorporates external knowledge (in the form of

constraints, a set of demonstrations, a teacher that guides or

supervise learning process, initial policy, etc.) and those in

which exploration is directed to less risky areas by additional

mechanism.

However, none of the presented works verifies possibility to

increase safety of exploring process with on-line Supervisor

(with no initial knowledge).
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Fig. 1: General scheme of RL with Supervisor (RLS) archi-

tecture

Supervisor can be defined as additional mechanism, which

role is to support RL in making better and safer decisions or in

learning faster. The idea was firstly introduced in [14], where

the supervisor is a set of tips, defined by expert. An idea for

incorporating the supervisor (this time implemented with SL)

to RL was described in [16]. The proposed solution is based

on the assumption, that in some domains significant number

of available actions in the given state are useless, so there is

no sense in performing them. The role of the supervisor is to

suggest small set of relevant actions for the given state.

In works [12], [13] SL is used to reduce state space of

RL, thus increases efficiency of learning. This hybrid method

(RLSR) is based on the assumption that two states are sim-

ilar, if achieving them produces similar reward. The state is

described by a set of attributes. The part of the state that is

to be reduced is passed to a classifier. The classifier reduces

that part of state to a single attribute. That single attribute and

not reduced part of state are passed to RL module together

as reduced state. Based on the reduced state the RL module

chooses next action to perform. After the action a reinforce-

ment is delivered both to the RL module and classifier for the

learning purpose. The approach was tested in two domains:

"Hunt the Wumpus" and "Hunter, Preys and Predators", which

is the extended version of "Predators and Prey" problem. In the

most of cases the conducted experiments proved the approach

to be successful in shortening time necessary for learning

the best solution, comparing with Q-learning. The proposed

method performs well with noisy data.

III. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING WITH ADAPTIVE

SUPERVISOR – DEALING WITH A RISK OF FAILURES

The lack of research on applying supervised learning to im-

plement the Supervisor concept was inspiration for developing

a novel approach. The Reinforcement Learning with Adaptive

Supervisor combines RL with supervisor implemented accord-

ing to the SL approach.

A. General idea

To address the risk of failures the approach for combining

RL with the adaptive supervisor is proposed (RLS). The

architecture of the approach is presented in Fig. 1. The concept

of the supervisor in this approach is similar to the one proposed

in [15], where guard with explicit constraints is introduced.

However, in the RLS the supervisor’s knowledge is being

created simultaneously with RL component. Each time the RL

component chooses an action to perform, the selected action

is rated by the supervisor. If the supervisor concludes, that

the action chosen by RL is not safe enough (may lead to a

failure) the supervisor overrides the action with the safest one

(according to its current knowledge). The Supervisor observes

the result of each action and on that basis it creates the

knowledge about the safety of each action in each state in

which that action can be preformed.

B. Realization

The proposed architecture was applied for the case where

RL is implemented with the hybrid version (RLSR). This

version accelerates learning, but the trade off is potentially

worse quality of decision. Hence, a supervisor is introduced

to minimize number of failures. Scheme of the method is

presented in Fig. 2.

The supervisor is implemented as a classifier. In the process

of learning the classifier receives training examples in the

form: 〈s, a, e〉, where s is not reduced state, a is performed

action and e is evaluation of performing the action a in the

state s. e takes one of the following values: good or bad.

Asking the supervisor if the action is correct corresponds to

classifying pair 〈s, a〉 as good or bad. If the action is classified

as bad the supervisor iterates over all possible actions in state

s and chooses the action with the highest certainty of being

classified as good (the safest action). The chosen action is

performed and sent back to the RL component as feedback.

To teach the supervisor rating actions, the supervisor has

to store all examples gathered during learning process. As the

Fig. 2: Realization of RL with Supervisor architecture. First

action is chosen by RL with State Reduction (RLSR). Then

Supervisor rates action and replace it only if rate is bad.
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supervisor gets information from the environment that success

or failure happened, configured number of last stored examples

should be labeled as good or bad respectively and added

to the training set. Additionally weights of examples can be

introduced — the closer example is to failure/success state,

the bigger weight it should have.

The classifier used in this hybrid method should provide

certainties of labels. Hence, rigor r of the supervisor can be

configured. To classify action as good the certainty of label

good has to be higher than r. Otherwise, action is classified

as bad, because there were enough cases (according to the

given rigor) which led to failure immediately or few steps

after taking this action. It is worth noting, that too high rigor

may led to rejecting action that is potentially good (there exists

the list of actions following it that lead to success), but in the

past that action preceded the incorrect actions that resulted in

failure and hence is considered wrong.

C. Experimental domain

The approach was examined in the domain of crossing

intersection by autonomous vehicles (SInC) [12]. Crossing

intersection is simultaneous, therefore collisions can occur.

To avoid them vehicles have to adjust their speed. In the

same time vehicles should cross intersection as fast as pos-

sible. Hence, in every step of simulation an agent steering

car chooses action ai ∈ A, which corresponds to changing

speed by i3. The set of actions A is defined as A :=

{−amax,−amax + 1, . . . , amax − 1, amax}, where amax is

the maximal speed change. In case as a result of taking action

ai the value of speed should be smaller than 0 or greater than

vmax, then the speed value is set to 0 or vmax, respectively.

To choose an action the agent can use following informa-

tion, updated in every step:

• distance to the end of intersection (dt);

• speed of the car (vc);

• distance between car and the nearest collision point with

a car coming from the crossing road (collision car) (dcp);

• distance between the collision car and the collision point

(dccp);

• speed of the collision car (vcc).

Below state s is defined as s = 〈dt, vc, dcp, dccp, vcc〉. In

Fig. 3a an exemplary s = 〈18, 2, 10, 8, 1〉 is presented.

After each step the agent observes the result of it’s action. If

the car reached the end of intersection successfully or collision

occurred all stored pairs of states and actions (s = 〈s, a〉) are

labeled by the Adaptive Supervisor as e = good or e = bad,

accordingly. Otherwise (car is still crossing intersection safely)

the Adaptive Supervisor continues storing examples.

3the decision to change speed influences the speed of the car in the step
following the step in which the decision was taken — e.g. if in the step t the
speed of the car was equal to 1 field per step and the decision of the agent
in that step t is to reduce speed by 1 field per step, than the car will change
its position by one field in the step t and than stop (in the step t+ 1 the car
won’t change its position regardless the decision in the step t+1). Postponing
result of the speed change makes the considered domain more challenging and
realistic (gap between making observation and changing speed is taken into
account).

(a) (b)

Fig. 3: (a) The example state at an intersection. Point where

collision between the blue car (intelligent one) and the nearest

moving car can happen is marked with a red color. With black

line is the end of intersection (target); (b) Initial situation at

intersection for experiment [12].

D. Verification scenario

Three approaches for taking decision were compared —

standard RL, hybrid method RLSR, and the novel hybrid

approach RLS (version described in III-B).

The first method (QRL) was based on the standard RL

method (Q-learning with ǫ-greedy policy). The following

rewards were introduced:

• rc — negative reward for collision (rc = −100)

• rt — positive reward for reaching target (rt = 100)

• rs — negative reward for making move (rs = −2)

Rewards rt and rs promote crossing intersection as quickly

as possible. Reward rc teaches the agent to avoid collisions.

To implement Q-learning RLPark library was used (α = 0.25,

λ = 0.4, γ = 0.55, ǫ = 0.5). All parameters were chosen with

the hill climbing approach.

As the second method RL with state reduction with classifier

(RLSR) was used. To detect similar states, the state attributes

which corresponds to the possibility of collision (vc, dcp, dccp,

vcc) were reduced to a single bivalent attribute. The value of

this attribute can be interpreted as possibility of collision in the

given state. Classifier was implemented with C4.5 algorithm

supplied by WEKA library. As the RL method the QRL was

used.

The third approach was RLS method — to RLSR method

supervisor was introduced to increase safety. For the Adap-

tive Supervisor success was defined as crossing intersection

safely (getting to the end of intersection without collision).

Any collision during crossing is considered as a failure. To

implement the supervisor C4.5 algorithm was used. The rigor

r of the supervisor dynamically changes with the development

of agent’s knowledge and is given for ith simulation of the

experiment with formula:

r =











0.5, i < 10,

0.66, 10 ≤ i < 200,

0.75, 200 ≤ i < 300.

(1)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4: A relationship between (a) collision number and (b)

intersection crossing time and the agent experience — moving

average with window size equal to 50 crossings of intersection.

The performance of methods was compared in the exper-

iment conducted with platform MABICS [12]. The initial

situation on the intersection for this experiment is shown in

Fig. 3b. On the left side of the intersection a vehicle controlled

by the intelligent agent is placed. On the bottom there are

21 vehicles that simulate real traffic. Each car moves with

random, constant speed. Maximal speed change amax = 1

and maximal speed vmax = 3. The experiment was repeated

three times only, because of efficiency issues of the intersec-

tion crossing simulator, integrated with the MABICS. Each

experiment consisted of 300 simulations. Between simulations

within one experiment all gained experience of the agent was

persisted.

E. Experimental results

Obtained average results of crossing time and collision

numbers for all three methods are presented in Fig. 4. The

RLSR method speeds up learning comparing to RL, but

the number of collisions in the last periods is similar. Both

RL and RLSR methods have difficulty in exploration of so

complex domain, therefore only suboptimal solutions were

found. The proposed RLS hybrid method proved to be safer

in comparison with both standard RL and RLSR methods

(p < 0.05 according to t-test2). RLS causes about 50% less

collisions in the last periods of learning, which is satisfactory

Fig. 5: Decision tree for classifying the given action in the

given state as good or bad — root part

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Decision tree for classifying the given action in the

given state — (a) branch for dccp > 0 and dcp > 1 and (b)

branch for dccp > 0, dcp > 1, sc = 1 and a < 1

in so complex domain.

The decision tree which represents the knowledge created

by the supervisor in the end of one of the experiments is

presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Since the obtained tree has

about 100 nodes only the most interesting branches are shown

in details. With each leaf one rule for accepting or rejecting

given action a in the given state(s) can be associated.

In some states any action chosen by the agent is accepted by

the supervisor since collision cannot happen after visiting this

state (according to the supervisor’s experience). The example

of such situation is represented by leaf 1 (Fig. 5). The set

of states associated with this leaf is illustrated in Fig. 7a. In

this situation the speed of the car controlled by the intelligent

2the one sided t-test with equal variance. The equality of variance was
verified with the two-sample F-test
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 7: Illustration of states associated with some leaves of decision tree, respectively (a) leaf 1, (b) leaf 2 and leaf 3, (c) leaf

5, (d) leaf 4, (e) leaf 7. As the tree generalize examples each leaf represents set of similar states, e.g. (a) represents states

satisfying sc = 0, scc ∈ {1, 2, 3}, dcp = 1 and dccp = 1.

agent is equal to zero and distance to collision point of both

cars is equal to 1. Accepting each decision by supervisor is

correct as the speed of collision car (vcc) is greater than zero

(constraint) — even if the agent decides to accelerate the car

will move to the collision point in step t+2 whereas collision

car even in the most pessimistic case (vcc = 1) will move to

collision point in step t + 1 and will leave this point in step

t+ 2.

Similar situation is associated with leaf 2 and leaf 3.

(Fig 5), but here the distance of collision car to the colli-

sion point (dccp) is greater than one (Fig. 7b). In this case

accelerating is not safe anymore and supervisor will correctly

reject decision to increase the speed by one and replace the

action with decision to sustain speed or decrease it by one.

leaf 4 and leaf 5 (Fig. 6a) show situation when the same

action can be accepted or rejected depending on only one

attribute of the state s, in this case vcc. If vcc = 3 (Fig. 7c)

the supervisor reject the decision to accelerate. If the value

of vcc is smaller (the collision car approach to collision point

slower, Fig. 7d) the decision to increase speed will be accepted

as long as rigor r is smaller than 73%.

Finally, it is presented how the supervisor selects the

best action in case of rejection, taking interesting rule as

an example. The rejection rule is associated with leaf 7

(Fig. 6b) and is illustrated on Fig. 7e. If the selected action is

maintaining current velocity (a = 0) the supervisor rejects it.

For simplification let choose as current state one that match

the rule: dccp = 3, dcp = 3, vc = 1, vcc = 1. Then, to select

new action, the tree is searched for a = 1 and a = −1. For

a = −1 the leaf 6 (Fig. 6b) with label P and certainty equal

to 93% is found, whereas for a = 1 the leaf 4 (Fig. 6a) with

label P and certainty 73%. As both leaves has label P the

action with greater certainty is chosen (action = −1.). The

action will cause that car will stop before reaching collision

point, which is the safest option.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents how Supervised Learning concept can

be used to improve safety of the exploration process in RL,

when no prior knowledge is available. The proposed method

reduces number of failures, that are usually result of the space

search, unavoidable part of RL method. Hence, the method

should be used in domains where failures are expensive or

even intolerable. The conducted experiments made it possible

to verify new idea as promising since adding the Adaptive

Supervisor eliminated around 50% of failures.

The presented RLS concept should be further examined in

various domains, especially ones in which failures are costly

and standard RL methods or hybrid methods (e.g. RLSR) are

able to find good solution (it is not a case of the SInC domain)

to analyze how many failures can be avoided additionally.
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